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CLEVELAND, OH - Reminger Co., LPA is pleased to announce that we were ranked in the “Top 10 Best Midsize
Law Firms to Work For” list for the second consecutive year by Vault, a career information website that provides
rankings and reviews based on feedback from employer surveys. We were also named again to Vault’s second
annual “Top 150 Under 150” list, which highlights the “best-known and most sought after law firms with fewer
than 150 attorneys.”

The “Best Midsize Firms to Work For” rankings are derived from Vault’s Law Firm Associate Survey, in which
associates rated and commented on various aspects of their work life. The rankings were calculated using a
formula that weighs associate ratings in eleven different areas: Overall Satisfaction; Firm Culture; Hours;
Compensation; Substantive Work; Business Outlook; Career Outlook; Associate/Partner Relations; Leadership
Transparency; Formal Training; and Informal Training, Mentoring & Sponsorship.

To determine the “Top 150 Under 150”, Vault developed a list of the best-known and most sought-after U.S. firms
with fewer than 150 attorneys. They reviewed survey data, news stories, trade journals and other legal
publications; spoke with lawyers in the field and reviewed other published rankings. Vault editors also assessed
each firm for prestige, quality of life and professional growth opportunities, and then narrowed down the results
to come up with a list of 150 law firms known for providing top-notch service and delivering big results.

“We are honored to be named the second year in a row to Vault’s Midsize Law Firm Rankings,” remarked
Reminger Managing Partner Stephen E. Walters. “It is gratifying to be considered alongside the nation’s top law
firms in regard to the service and quality of representation that we provide our clients.”

To learn more, contact Stephen E. Walters at swalters@reminger.com or call 216.687.1311.

About Reminger, Attorneys at Law:

Reminger Co., L.P.A. is a full-service law firm with thirteen offices throughout the Midwest: Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Columbus, Akron, Youngstown, Sandusky, Toledo, Fort Mitchell, Lexington, Louisville, Indianapolis, Fort Wayne,
and Northwest Indiana. With more than 125 attorneys collectively, Reminger's practice areas include all aspects
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of litigation, along with corporate, tax, real estate and probate matters. Our fundamental objective in all the legal
services we provide is to obtain the best possible results for our clients in the most practical and efficient
manner possible. For more information, visit Reminger at www.reminger.com.
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